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Abstract. Cholesterol is a major component of many eukaryotic cell membranes and hence its effect on the structure of lipid
membranes is of considerable interest. One major role of cholesterol is to stabilize the biologically relevant fluid phase over
the crystalline gel phase. The suppression of the gel phase occurs above a threshold concentration of cholesterol. There have
been reports on the formation of modulated phases at lower cholesterol concentrations, characterized by one-dimensional
periodic rippling of the membranes. However, some of these structures have not been investigated in much detail. We
have probed the structure of the gel phase of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) membranes containing
cholesterol using two direct-imaging techniques, cryogenic-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). In addition to confirming the results of earlier studies, we found evidence for the formation of two novel
modulated structures in DPPC–cholesterol membranes. We also report the first direct observation of the cholesterol-induced
modulated phase of DPPC membranes using AFM, which had so far been observed only using X-ray scattering.
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1. Introduction
Lipids are the fundamental constituents of cell membranes
[1]. In addition to their basic function as an isolating barrier
between intra- and extracellular regions, cell membranes also
play vital roles in many biological functions including signalling, ion transport and endocytosis [1,2]. A lipid molecule
is an amphiphile, consisting of a polar head group (charged,
neutral or zwitterionic) and a hydrophobic tail, typically composed of two alkyl chains (saturated or unsaturated). Above
a threshold concentration, called the critical micellar concentration, which is usually of the order of a few nanomolar, the
hydrophobic interaction of the chains with water drives the
lipid molecules to self-assemble into bilayers [3]. Lipid bilayers formed by a single lipid or mixtures of a few lipids are
widely used as model systems to mimic cell membranes.
Phosphatidylcholines (PCs) are by far the most widely
studied class of lipids, due to their prevalence in many biological membranes [4]. PCs with saturated chains generally
exhibit three different bilayer phases as a function of temperature at high hydrations [5]. The fluid (L α ) phase occurs
above the main-transition temperature Tm and is characterized by a large head group area, high lateral diffusion and
high chain flexibility. Tm is also known as the chain-melting
transition temperature. Below the pre-transition temperature
Tp , the gel (L β  ) phase is formed, where the chains order on
a two-dimensional (2D) crystalline lattice [6]. In the case of
PC lipids with saturated chains, the long-axis of the chains
is tilted with respect to the bilayer normal, due to the larger
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cross-sectional area of the head group compared to the chains.
A modulated phase, called the ripple (Pβ  ) phase, is observed
in between Tp and Tm . This phase is characterized by onedimensional height and thickness modulations of the bilayer.
The first systematic X-ray diffraction study of the ripple
phase was carried out by Tardieu et al [7]. This phase is
found to be characterized by a 2D oblique lattice. Electron
density maps of this phase determined from the diffraction
data show that the bilayers have a saw-tooth-like height profile, with a wavelength of about 15 nm and an amplitude of
about 1.5 nm. Subsequent diffraction studies drew attention
to the thickness modulation of the bilayers accompanying by
their height modulation [8–10]. It is found that the minor arm
of the ripple is thinner than its major arm. In the major arm,
the chains are more ordered as in the gel phase, whereas in
the minor arm they are disordered akin to the fluid phase.
In conformity with these results, nuclear magnetic resonance
studies show the presence of two different molecular conformations in the ripple phase, similar to those in the fluid and
gel phases [11]. Diffusion experiments reveal two values of
the diffusion coefficient, that can be correlated with the fluid
and gel components in the ripple phase [12].
In addition to the widely observed asymmetric ripple phase
described above, there have been some reports on a metastable
symmetric ripple phase observed on cooling from the fluid
phase [13–15]. The modulation wavelength in this phase is
almost twice that in the coexisting asymmetric ripple phase.
Bilayers in this phase are believed to consist of a sequence of
‘M’-shaped segments [16,17]. There has also been one report
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on a two-dimensionally modulated ripple phase in PC bilayers
under moderate hydration [18].
Most of the direct-imaging studies on the ripple phase have
been carried out using freeze-fracture transmission electron
microscopy (FF-TEM) [19–23]. In this technique, a thin layer
of the sample is first quenched rapidly from the temperature of
interest to about −150◦ C to preserve the structure of the phase
under study. It is then fractured under vacuum and the fracture
plane is known to preferentially follow the bilayer mid-plane.
A replica of the fractured surface is created by depositing platinum at an angle on the fractured surface. Thus, topographical
features of the surface are mapped on to thickness variations of
the platinum layer. After reinforcing the replica with a layer of
carbon, the sample is dissolved away using a suitable solvent.
The replica is then imaged using TEM to obtain information
about the topography of the fractured surface. It is not straightforward to determine the amplitude of the height modulation
of the bilayers from the TEM images, although the shape
(saw-tooth vs. triangular) can be directly inferred from the relative widths of the dark and bright stripes corresponding to the
two arms of the ripple [16]. Scanning-tunnelling microscopy
(STM) has also been employed to image the replica and obtain
quantitative information on bilayer height modulations in the
ripple phase [24]. Results of these studies are in agreement
with those of the diffraction experiments and show the formation of the asymmetric (saw-tooth) ripple phase and the
metastable ripple phase with almost twice the periodicity. In
addition, these experiments reveal the presence of an underlying hexagonal symmetry in the ripple phase that extends
over micrometre-sized regions, which remains unexplored.
Further, they also show the formation of ripples having a
periodicity of the order of a few 100 nm in samples cooled
from the gel phase. These structures usually have a shortcorrelation length, which might explain why they do not give
rise to noticeable peaks in diffraction patterns.
Besides FF-TEM and FF-STM, the ripple phase has also
been studied in supported bilayers using another directimaging technique, namely atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Although the values of the observed amplitude of rippling are
different from those obtained from scattering and FF experiments, these AFM measurements confirm that inter-bilayer
interactions do not play any role in the formation of the ripple
phase [25,26].
Cholesterol is a major component of many eukaryotic cell
membranes and hence its effect on the structure of lipid
membranes has been studied extensively using a variety of
experimental techniques [27–33]. These studies show that one
major role of cholesterol is to stabilize the biologically relevant fluid phase over the crystalline gel phase. The main
transition temperature, Tm , is found to drop abruptly above
a threshold cholesterol concentration of about 20–25 mol%.
In the ripple phase, FF-TEM experiments show that the ripple wavelength increases with cholesterol concentration and
diverges near 20 mol% [20,34–36]. X-ray scattering experiments show that the melting of the gel phase with cholesterol
concentration occurs via a modulated phase consisting of
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Figure 1. Schematic of different ripple structures reported in the
literature: (a) asymmetric ripples with saw-tooth height profile (/2
ripples), (b) symmetric metastable ripples with almost twice the
wavelength of the former, observed on cooling from the fluid phase
( ripples), (c) symmetric ripples with shorter wavelength ripples
observed in lipid–cholesterol membranes and (d) long-wavelength
ripples observed in lipid–cholesterol membranes.

alternating cholesterol-rich and cholesterol-poor stripes [37].
In this modulated phase, the bilayers have a symmetric (triangular) height modulation, with a wavelength of about
7 nm and an amplitude of about 0.2 nm. Rather surprisingly,
although this phase has been observed in many binary PCsterol membranes using X-ray scattering [38–40], it has not
been observed using any of the direct-imaging techniques.
Different types of rippled structures reported in the literature
in pure lipid membranes and in lipid–cholesterol membranes
are schematically shown in figure 1.
In this paper, we demonstrate that the much simpler
cryogenic-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) imaging technique, where the fractured surface is imaged directly
using SEM can provide comparable information on the ripple
phases of phospholipid bilayers. In addition to reproducing
earlier results of FF-TEM studies on 1,2-dipalmitoyl-snglycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) and DPPC–cholesterol
membranes, we present evidence for the formation of two
novel rippled structures of DPPC–cholesterol membranes. We
also present the first direct image of the symmetric ripple
phase of DPPC–cholesterol membranes using AFM, that was
reported earlier based on small angle X-ray scattering studies.
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2. Materials and methods
DPPC (purity ≥99.99%), cholesterol (purity ≥99%) and chloroform of HPLC grade were procured from Sigma-Aldrich.
Stock solutions of DPPC and cholesterol were prepared at
a concentration of 5 mg ml−1 in chloroform and mixed in
desired proportions to obtain a cholesterol concentration
between 0 and 22 mol% in the bilayer component. To prepare liposomal dispersions, the solvent was first removed by
desiccation under vacuum for 2–3 h. Appropriate amounts
of Milli-Q water were then added to prepare 10 wt% lipid
dispersions. They were first incubated in the fluid phase at
44◦ C for a minimum of 5 h and then maintained at either 37
or 31◦ C overnight before imaging. A few samples were incubated for over a week at 31◦ C. For cryo-SEM imaging, around
20–30 µl of the sample was filled in a brass rivet and immediately quenched under liquid nitrogen. After transferring the
frozen samples to a PP3000 cryogenic unit (Quorum Technologies) maintained at a temperature of −180◦ C, the sample
was fractured using a cold knife. It was then sublimed at
−90◦ C for 15 min to remove any ice formed on the fractured
surface. Platinum was sputtered for 90 s on the fractured surface to make a nanometre thick conductive coating. Imaging
was carried out using a Carl Zeiss Ultra Plus Cryo-SEM. To
prepare samples for AFM studies, about 100 µl of the lipid–
cholesterol solution was spin coated on a clean cover slip at
5,000 rpm for 60 s. The cover slip was hydrated in a humid
chamber at 44◦ C for 2 h after complete removal of the solvent.
The sample was brought to room temperature by slow cooling
using a temperature-controlled stage (Lakeshore 331). During
AFM imaging, the sample was maintained in a high humidity environment. Imaging was carried out at 27◦ C using a
Molecular Imaging Picoscan AFM3000 in the AC mode with
a cantilever of spring constant 0.02 N m−1 , with the resonance
frequency set to 70 kHz.
2.1 Contrast in SEM images
SEM images are produced by a focussed electron beam falling
on the surface of the specimen in a raster pattern [41]. An
interaction of the electron beam with the specimen produces
various signals that contain information about the topography
and composition of the sample. In the present study, the signal corresponds to the number of secondary electrons emitted
by the sample that are collected by the secondary electron
detector, which provides information about surface topography. The intensity of each pixel in the image is proportional
to the strength of the signal from the corresponding point on
the sample surface. Due to their relatively low energies only
the secondary electrons emitted from within a few nanometre
thick layer near the surface can escape from the sample and
contribute to the observed signal. In the case of organic samples, such as the ones studied here, the secondary electrons
arise essentially from the thin platinum layer deposited on the
surface. The number of emitted secondary electrons increases
with the angle between the direction of the incident electron

Figure 2. Schematic of different types of cryo-SEM images
observed in the present study: (a) alternating dark and bright stripes
of unequal widths corresponding to ripples with saw-tooth height
profile (/2 ripples), (b) ‘one-groove’ pattern corresponding to ripples with ‘M’-shaped segments ( ripples), (c) ‘two-groove’ pattern
corresponding to a variant of ripples with ‘M’-shaped segments and
(d) 2D lattice.

beam and the local surface normal. Hence steep surfaces and
edges appear brighter than flat surfaces, which in turn are
brighter than deep recesses. A schematic diagram of different
patterns observed in the present study is given in figure 2.
Although the intensity distribution in an image is directly
related to the topography of the surface, it is not possible
to completely determine the latter from the former. Because
the structures encountered in the present study are spatially
periodic, it is possible to determine their wavelength very
accurately, but their amplitudes cannot be estimated. As mentioned earlier, the bright and dark bands in FF-TEM images
arise as a result of a shadowing effect, as platinum is deposited
at an angle to the average surface normal. Hence patches of
the surface whose normals are oriented towards the deposition
direction appear bright and those whose normals are oriented
away appear dark. The contrast between the dark and bright
bands decreases as the amplitude of the height modulation
decreases. The dark and bright bands in cryo-SEM images
do not correspond to the regions of different orientations of
the surface. Instead, as mentioned above, they correspond to
the regions of low and high secondary electron emissions,
respectively, which can be associated with the troughs and
crests of the surface height modulation. It is difficult to infer
the detailed shape of the ripples (saw-tooth or triangular) from
the relative widths of the dark and bright bands, unlike in the
case of FF-TEM images. However, from a knowledge of the
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Figure 3. Ripple structures observed in DPPC bilayers quenched from 37◦ C: (a) /2 ripples with
an asymmetric profile (λ ≈ 13 nm), (b)  ripples with ‘M’-shaped segments (λ ≈ 22 nm), (c) 
ripples with no groove (λ ≈ 22 nm) and (d) long-wavelength asymmetric ripples (λ ≈ 17 nm).

Figure 4. Rippled structures observed in DPPC–cholesterol membranes quenched from 31◦ C for
cholesterol concentrations of (a) 5 mol% (λ ≈ 28 nm), (b) 10 mol% (λ ≈ 27 nm), (c) 15 mol%
(λ ≈ 34 nm) and (d) 20 mol% (λ ≈ 51 nm).
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patterns corresponding to the known bilayer height profiles,
it is possible to infer many features of the profiles responsible
for the other observed patterns.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Rippled structures of pure DPPC membranes
The Tp and Tm of DPPC bilayers under excess water conditions are 35.0 and 41.5◦ C, respectively [4]. Cryo-SEM images
of DPPC multi-lamellar liposomes quenched from 37◦ C in the
ripple phase show four different types of patterns (figure 3).
Parts of the sample show an asymmetric pattern (figure 3a),
schematically shown in figure 2a, with a wavelength of about
13 nm. Based on the results of earlier studies, this can be
identified as the /2 ripples of the stable ripple (Pβ  ) phase
of DPPC bilayers (figure 1a). Some areas of the sample
show a structure corresponding to figure 2b, with a wavelength of around 22 nm (figure 3b). Because the wavelength
of this structure is about 1.7× that of the Pβ  phase, it can
be identified as the metastable  ripples observed in many
earlier studies using both FF-TEM and X-ray scattering. The
observed pattern is consistent with the M-shaped profile proposed for this structure (figure 1b).
In addition to these two well-known structures, we observed
two more structures in some parts of the sample. Both are
asymmetric patterns (figure 2a), one with a wavelength of
22 nm (figure 3c) and the other having a wavelength of 17.5 nm
(figure 3d). The former has the same wavelength as the  ripples, but the central groove of the M-like profile is absent.
The latter structure was observed only in a few areas of the
sample, whereas the former was much more widespread.
No ripple structures were found in samples quenched from
31◦ C in the gel phase. This is in contrast to some of the
earlier FF-TEM studies where long-wavelength ripples with
short-correlation length were observed in this phase [22]. The
reason for this discrepancy is not clear at present, but we might
note that such ripples have not been detected in any of the
scattering experiments in the gel phase.
3.2 Rippled structures of DPPC–cholesterol membranes
Cryo-SEM images of DPPC multilayer liposomes with varying cholesterol concentration, quenched from 31◦ C, are
shown in figure 4. Samples quenched from 37◦ C show very
similar patterns that are correlated over shorter length scales.
Both /2 and  ripples are seen in these two sets of samples
at all cholesterol concentrations up to 20 mol%. Wavelengths
of both these structures are found to increase with increasing cholesterol concentration (figure 6), in agreement with
the results of earlier FF-TEM studies. The contrast between
the bright and dark regions significantly reduces as cholesterol concentration increases. This suggests a reduction in the
amplitude of the ripples with increasing cholesterol concentration, as reported previously [42].

Figure 5. Variation in ripple wavelength with cholesterol concentration at 37◦ C. Black and red symbols refer to co-existing  and
/2 ripples, respectively.

Samples quenched from 31◦ C exhibit, in addition, two
novel structures that have not been reported earlier (figure 5).
One of them shows two thin dark stripes (figure 5a), schematically shown in figure 2c, instead of one as in the case of
 ripples. This suggests that the profile has two thin grooves
near the crest, instead of one as in the case of M-shaped  ripples. The second is a two-dimensionally modulated structure
with a wavelength of about 30 nm (figure 5b), schematically
shown in figure 2d. These 2D patterns were observed mainly
in 10% cholesterol samples which were incubated at 31◦ C for
about a week.
Landau theories of phase transitions in lipid bilayers have
predicted the possible existence of a variety of ripple phases
of different symmetries [43,44]. These include symmetric
triangular ripples, asymmetric saw-tooth ripples and 2D ripples. It is possible that their energies are not significantly
different, so that small variations in local conditions, such
as temperature and hydration, could stabilize different structures in different parts of the sample. Further, it is also
possible that the fast quenching occurring during sample
preparation traps the system in some metastable states, as
is the case with the  ripples. Such scenarios can account
for the large number of structures observed in the present
study.
3.3 AFM imaging of DPPC–cholesterol membranes
As mentioned in the Introduction, X-ray scattering experiments on DPPC–cholesterol membranes have reported the
formation of a symmetric ripple phase with a much shorter
wavelength than the asymmetric /2 ripples [37,45]. In addition to cholesterol, this Pβ phase has also been observed with
a variety of other sterols [38–40]. The wavelength of the ripples in the Pβ phase is around 7 nm and it decreases with
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Figure 6. Novel rippled structures observed in DPPC–cholesterol membranes quenched from 31◦ C:
(a) two-groove ripples with λ ≈ 57 nm in a 5 mol% cholesterol sample and (b) 2D lattice with
λ ≈ 30 nm in a 10 mol% cholesterol sample incubated for 1 week.

Figure 7. Deflection mode AFM images of (a) DPPC–10 mol% cholesterol-supported membrane showing ripples with λ ≈ 15 nm and (b) DPPC–15 mol% cholesterol-supported
membrane showing Pβ  phase ripples with λ ≈ 8 nm. The insets show intensity variation
along a direction normal to the ripples.

increasing sterol concentration. The amplitude of these ripples estimated from scattering data is about 0.2 nm, which is
much less than that of the /2 ripples. As mentioned earlier,
the contrast between bright and dark regions in FF-TEM as
well as in cryo-SEM is very sensitive to the amplitude of the
height modulations. Probably, because of their low amplitude,
these ripples have not been observed in any of the FF-TEM
studies on PC–cholesterol membranes. We also do not find
any signature of the Pβ phase in our cryo-SEM images of
DPPC–cholesterol membranes. Because AFM does not suffer
from this limitation, we have used this technique to image different ripple phases in supported DPPC–cholesterol bilayers
at ambient temperature. The AFM images of DPPC multilayers containing 5% cholesterol show ripples with a wavelength
of 16 nm and an amplitude of 0.3 nm (figure 7a). It may be
noted here that the measured value of the wavelength is very
accurate, that of the amplitude is not, because the radius of
curvature of the AFM tip is comparable with the wavelength
of the ripples. Hence it cannot descend into the troughs of the

height modulation, resulting in a lower estimate of the amplitude. The wavelength of these ripples is comparable with that
observed in samples of similar composition using cryo-SEM
(figure 6). In the case of 15 mol% cholesterol samples, ripples
with a periodicity of 8 nm are observed at 25◦ C (figure 7b).
The amplitude measured is about 0.3 nm. According to the
DPPC–cholesterol phase diagram determined from scattering
data, the Pβ is expected to occur at this composition and temperature [45]. Further, the measured value of the wavelength
agrees very well with that determined from diffraction data.
Thus, we can be certain that this image indeed corresponds
to the Pβ phase.

4. Conclusion
We have carried out cryo-SEM and AFM experiments on
modulated phases exhibited by DPPC and DPPC–cholesterol
membranes below the chain melting transition temperature.
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We are able to reproduce all the ripple structures observed
in these systems in earlier studies. In addition, we found evidence for two novel modulated structure in these systems.
We also provide the first direct image of the cholesterolinduced modulated phase that has been earlier observed in
small-angle X-ray scattering studies. Our results show that the
cryo-SEM technique can provide information on these systems compared with that obtained using the popular FF-TEM
technique, which has been widely used to study membrane
systems.
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